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COMPARATIVE ESSAY The proverb “ Eat, drink, and be merry, for tomorrow 

we may die” maintains imperative significance in its scope. It reveals the 

very fact that man has been granted little life span in this world, where the 

problems and tensions he faces are several to be handled and resolved, 

while the resources are scarce and limited. Under such a precarious state of 

affairs, life people spend their life under stress and strain, and seldom care 

for the joys nature offers to them. However, one should lead a quality life by 

working hard on the one hand and consuming leisure hours too in a thrilling 

and exciting manner on the other in order to make one’s first as well as the 

last visit of this world as remarkable, astonishing, wonderful and gorgeous. 

The proverb does neither not persuade humans to get involved into revelries

and dissipation only, nor does it urges them to stop making efforts towards 

social, economic and professional obligations. On the contrary, it forbids the 

individuals to establish awkward feelings of disappointment and despair in 

order to enjoy every moment of life to its full swing. Somehow, life is not the 

bed of roses altogether. Rather, it demands struggle and strife to earn 

something in life. Every need of life is fulfilled with efforts and struggle, and 

mere merry making produces nothing for the individuals. Similarly, another 

maxim i. e. “ early to bed and early to rise makes one healthy, wealthy and 

wise” also persuades the individuals towards being regular, punctual and 

steady in their activities and mannerism in order to achieve their goals and 

targets in life. In addition, rising early at dawn and start working not only 

improves man’s health condition, and keeps him fit both mentally and 

physically, but also has plenty of time from dawn to dusk to perform all his 

duties and obligations. Additionally, the researches prove the very reality 

that man’s brain works far better than it works at noon and night. So the 
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people who start their work at dawn feel their mental capabilities superior to 

others. Not only this that getting early the morning and going to bed early at

night improves their memory, but also they get up fresh and feel energetic 

the next morning. However, triumphs, successes and achievements certainly

require burning of mid-night oil and paying due heed to the tasks in order to 

obtain distinctive place in society. “ Many people hope to make it rich or to 

reach their goals by taking an easy path, and as soon as the path gets a little

bumpy they give up and begin to seek a new path, or new goals.  This 

obviously never allows them to reach any of their goals, as nothing comes 

easy.  It is important to work hard if you wish you achieve your goals in life, 

and I guarantee you with will not come easy.” (James, 2009) History is 

replete with the examples of the most successful people, who introduced 

marvelous developments in their social and political establishments by dint 

of their unabated labor and by toiling at a stretch for the welfare of their 

people and society at large. REFERENCE: James, Sabrina 2009 The 

Importance of Hard Work Retrieved from http://www. wrinklebest. com 
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